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EarthEarth’’s Interiors Interior
Crust (~3-70 km thick)
 Very thin outer rocky shell of

Earth

Mantle (~2900 km thick)

 Hot solid that flows slowly over
time; Fe-, Mg-, Si-rich minerals

Core (~3400 km radius)

 Outer core - metallic liquid;
mostly iron

 Inner core - metallic solid;
mostly iron



GeologicGeologic
Time ScaleTime Scale

 Cenozoic: New Life
 Mesozoic: Middle Life
 Paleozoic: Old Life

M.Y.= million years



 Example of the
fauna found in the
different geological
eras

GeologicGeologic
Time ScaleTime Scale



Theory of Plate TectonicsTheory of Plate Tectonics

Describes the lithosphere (crust
+ upper mantle) as being
broken into plates that are in
motion.

 Plates are made of two types
of rock
 continental
 oceanic

 Theory explains origin &
distribution of volcanoes, fault
zones, & mountains



North American PlateNorth American Plate

North American plate is slowly
drifting southwest, causing
the separation and faulting of
the Rio Grande rift.



Rio Grande RiftRio Grande Rift
 Formed by faults
 Uplifts along faults

created mountain
ridges

 Long periods of
erosion, weathering
and runoff flattened
landscape

 Ancestral seas created
erosion and sediment





Rio Grande Rift LocationRio Grande Rift Location



Rio Grande RiftRio Grande Rift
Cross-section, Las CrucesCross-section, Las Cruces



Rio Grande RiftRio Grande Rift
Cross-section, Las CrucesCross-section, Las Cruces









Rio Grande River FlowRio Grande River Flow
 Ancestral river flowed

very wide and once
was west of Picacho
 Dropped the covering

of sand and rock we
see over the top of the
current lava flows

 Layers visible in the
canyons around the
peak



Rio GrandeRio Grande

 Local aquifer is cleaned
as surface water filters
through the sand and
rock

 El Paso aquifers are not
as clean because they
are along the river
valley not bordered by
mountains and filtered
by sand deposits



Faults & VolcanoesFaults & Volcanoes

 Volcanoes occurred along
fault lines

 Local layers of sediment
and lava flows

 Some of the lava flows
moved around the peak
coming from as far as
Deming

 Other layers came from
Picacho flow of rhyolite

 Volcanoes and four types
of lava flow or mud



VolcanoesVolcanoes

Types of Lava
 aa
 pahoehoe

Types of Volcanoes
 shield
 composite
 cinder cone



Volcano LocationsVolcano Locations



Regional FeaturesRegional Features

Faults
 create uplifts forming

mountain ranges
 create drops that form

valleys or basins - Rio
Grande Rift sediments
reach up to 30,000 ft.
depth

Rio Grande flows to the
Gulf



More Regional FeaturesMore Regional Features
 Closed basins — do not drain to the river (i.e.

Corralitos Ranch)
 Volcanoes occurring along fault lines
 Colors seen in canyons around the peak come

from iron deposits



Mineral DepositsMineral Deposits














